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An independent office working to
ensure fair practices at the Workers
Compensation Board of Manitoba
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Message from the
Fair Practices Advocate
2016 marked the 25th anniversary
of the creation in 1991 of the office
of the Fair Practices Advocate (FPA).
Over the years since the FPA’s
creation, the WCB has introduced
many innovations that have had a
positive impact on injured workers
and employers.
Recent projects that have impacted
the number and type of contacts the
FPA has received include:
• establishment of the Brandon
Regional Office which provides
locally-based and in-person service
to Brandon and western Manitoba
• adoption of standardized WCB
best practices for case managers
to provide a consistent approach
to case management and thereby
improve customer service
• creation of the Claims Service
Centre which offers extended
hours of service and provides the
opportunity to injured workers to

speak to someone knowledgeable
about their claim and have incidental
medical aid expenses approved
• introduction of Return to Work
Program Services leading to a
consistent approach to returning
workers to work by addressing
employer capabilities.
These innovations and others have
resulted in a gradual decline in the
total number of contacts since the
FPA began operation. In 2016 that
trend continues. Compared to 2015,
the number of total contacts with the
FPA is down from 438 to 419, or 4
per cent.
We assign each contact to one
of four categories: Information,
Disagreements with Decisions,
Communication/Service, and
Timeliness. While we had fewer
total contacts, we saw increases in
two categories and decreases in two
categories as follows:
• The number of contacts classed as
Information and as Disagreements
with Decisions fell 20 per cent and
16 per cent, respectively. The Claims
Service Centre opened in late 2015
and that may account for a decline
in Information issues as previously,
the FPA often received calls from
those who wanted information and
questions answered.

• The number of contacts classed as
Communication/Service increased from
110 to 128 (16 per cent) and Timeliness
contacts also increased from 41 to 55
(33 per cent). Callers who report a lack
of trust, an overall dissatisfaction with
service, or not receiving a response to
phone calls and emails account for 53
per cent of Communication/Service
contacts in 2016.
As we begin 2017, the review of

The Workers Compensation Act
is underway. As well, policies,
administrative guidelines and
procedures are regularly reviewed
and renewed, as needed.
Whatever changes result, the basis
of what we do remains the same: a
commitment to fair process at the
WCB in terms of:
• substantive fairness – what
decision was made
• procedural fairness – how was the
decision making process carried out
• relational fairness – how was the
employer or injured worker treated?

Deana Martz
Fair Practices Advocate
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Overview
The Fair Practices

The Fair Practices Advocate:

Advocate (FPA) is

•

the organizational
ombudsman for the
Workers Compensation
Board of Manitoba.

•
•

listens to the concerns raised by injured workers, their dependents,
and employers
pursues the resolution of issues
identifies recurring fair practices issues and reports them to the WCB.

Three main principles guide the work of the Fair
Practices Advocate:
•
•
•

Impartiality – The Fair Practices Advocate reviews all issues impartially and
makes recommendations that promote fair practice.
Confidentiality – All inquiries received by the Fair Practices Advocate are
confidential, unless an intervention is requested.
Independence – The Fair Practices Advocate serves injured workers,
employers, and the WCB, but works independently in the interest of fairness.

The Meaning Of Fairness
Although only four

At the office of the Fair

letters long, the

Practices Advocate, when we

word “fair” has many

consider whether a decision

meanings and nuances.

or action is fair, we consider

When we think of
fairness in our personal
lives, we often use

many factors, including:
•

The process – was there a
thorough investigation of the
facts; are the facts upon which a
decision was based documented
on the claim file; was the decisionmaker impartial and open-minded;
and did the decision-maker
appropriately exercise discretion?

•

The decision – is the decision
supported by the facts; are there
clear reasons for a decision;
is the decision in accord with
legislation, policies, guidelines and

the term “fair” when
we mean “fortunate.”
An event that has
a negative impact
on our life is indeed
unfortunate or not
“fair,” in that sense
of the word.
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acknowledged practices; does
the decision demonstrate that
the decision-maker considered
all the facts and issues; and,
does the decision explain why
the decision-maker reached
that particular decision?
•

The communication – was the
injured worker or employer
treated with respect and
courtesy; was the WCB staff
person willing to listen;
were phone calls returned
and were questions fully
answered?

After a thorough investigation
of the process followed, we
then determine whether a WCB
decision or action was “fair.”

Differences in Mandates
Fair Practices Advocate, Review Office,

We investigate
fairness on
your behalf.

Appeal Commission
The Fair Practices Advocate and the appeal mandates of the Review Office and
Appeal Commission complement rather than duplicate one another. This is
reﬂected in two differences in their respective mandates:

Range of Issues
Many of the issues brought to the Fair Practices Advocate lie outside of appeal
mandates, such as the timeliness of adjudication and processing of benefits, courtesy
and communication, and the need for apology when things have gone wrong.

Authority to Make Recommendations vs. Changing
Decisions
The Review Office and the Appeal Commission each have the authority to
change a decision if they conclude that the weight of the evidence, based on a
balance of probabilities, does not support the original decision made by a WCB
adjudicator or case manager.
The Fair Practices Advocate’s mandate is narrower; it is restricted to making
recommendations for change.

Recommendations to change decisions are made only if the decision or action of the
WCB is determined to be:
• clearly wrong – a decision that clearly departs from policy, process or procedure, or
• clearly unreasonable – a decision where there is no obvious relationship to the facts, that results from a refusal to
exercise discretion where the facts call for its exercise, that cannot be rationally explained, or that is inconsistent
with other decisions with similar circumstances.
This is a more stringent test than would be applied to the same issues through the appeals process.
The Fair Practices Advocate can also recommend further investigation if there is a lack of relevant information, or if there
is contradictory information that has not been clarified.
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The Fair Practices
Advocate Resolution Process
When we receive
complaints or
inquiries, we
typically use
the following
process to seek
resolution of
issues:
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1. If a caller has not already done so,
we encourage the caller, where
appropriate, to address the issue
with the WCB staff person most
directly responsible for the issue.
2. If the issue is left with the Fair
Practices Advocate, we assess it
to determine if there is a fairness
issue to be addressed. Depending
on the issue, we may consider the
following questions to make
this determination:
•

Is there an issue of timeliness that
can be addressed?

•

Is there a communication issue
that needs to be resolved?

•

Does the caller require more
information to understand WCB
processes and policies?

•

Was the claim investigated
adequately?

•

Did the caller have an opportunity
to make their case and be heard
by the decision-maker?

•

Is there a reasonable and logical
connection between the facts of
the case and the decision reached?

•

Was the rationale for the decision
clearly explained?

•

Is the decision consistent with
WCB legislation and policy?

•

If a mistake was made, was it
acknowledged and, when possible,
corrected?

•

Did the WCB respond fairly and
respectfully if the caller felt poorly
treated?

3. If the Fair Practices Advocate
determines that no fairness issue is
involved, we will explain this to the
caller.
4. If there is a fairness issue that
requires further investigation or
action, the Advocate contacts
WCB management to discuss
steps to resolve the issue. If the
issue remains unaddressed, the
Advocate will approach senior
management to discuss options
for resolution.
5. The Fair Practices Advocate
contacts the caller with the results.
Depending on the circumstances,
results might include a change
in decision, further investigation,
an apology, or the clarification of
reasons for a decision.

Fair Practices
Advocate Issues
Injured workers and employers contact the Fair Practices Office with a variety
of concerns and issues. In 2016, 419 issues were raised.

TOTAL NUMBER OF ISSUES RAISED 2012 - 2016
2012

508

2013

430

2014

414

2015

438

2016

419

For reporting purposes, we group the issues
into four general categories:
1. Information
2. Disagreement with Decisions
3. Communication/Service
4. Timeliness

On pages 8 through 11 of the report, we
provide examples to illustrate typical issues
raised with the FPA in 2016. The examples
are actual inquiries received although they
have been chosen from the less complex
inquiries in order to render them as brief
summaries. They have been edited to retain
confidentiality and to simplify the facts,
yet accurately reﬂect the issues and FPO
involvement. These examples show how the
FPA goes about identifying and addressing
unfairness and the impact the FPA can have
on individual claims.
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Information
This category relates to requests for information about
any of the following three areas of concern:
•
•
•

Policies, procedures, and legislation – Callers request an explanation or confirmation of what they were told by WCB
staff about the content or interpretation of WCB policies and procedures or The Workers Compensation Act.
Status of claim – Callers want to know how some aspect of their claim is proceeding.
Referrals – Callers seek information or assistance that the Fair Practices Advocate cannot provide, but can be
provided by a different office of the WCB or by an external organization.

INFORMATION ISSUES
2012

142

2013

105

2012 - 2016
2014

124

2015

121

2016

96

EXAMPLES OF THIS ISSUE
EXAMPLE 1
The WCB adjudicator told an injured
worker that he must schedule his
physiotherapy appointments outside
of working hours. He called us to ask
if this was correct. He said he had
been attending during work hours to
maximize his hours at home to care for
his spouse who was ill. We advised him
that, generally, he needed to minimize
absences from work. Since he had
regular treatments, we suggested he
inquire about scheduling in advance in
order to get appointment times right
after work or as close to the end of the
work day as possible.

EXAMPLE 2
A caller had experienced instability
throughout his claim and in subsequent
years. He was attempting to normalize his
life and needed to construct a history of
where he had lived so he could file his tax

8
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returns. He and his advocate called to ask if we
could assist. With his permission, we accessed
his claim file and were able to give him the
addresses on various pieces of correspondence
and thereby help him document his residences
during the time in question.

EXAMPLE 3
A caller took exception to her case manager
essentially telling her that she should be able
to do certain activities because other injured
workers with more severe injuries could
do those same or even more challenging
activities. She called us not because she
wanted to file a complaint, rather, she wanted
suggestions on how to talk to her case
manager. We suggested the case manager
may be trying to encourage her to keep
trying and offered some suggestions as to
how she might discuss with the case manager
her unease at being compared to others.

EXAMPLE 4
A caller called to ask about some of
the phrases he read in a letter he
received from a Review Officer such as
“premature to rule” and “returned for
further management.” After discussing
the meaning of these phrases, we
contacted the director of the Review
Office to recommend that consideration
be given to simplifying and clarifying the
language used by the Review Officers.

When we
consider
whether a
decision or
action is fair,
we consider
many factors.

Disagreement with Decisions
This category deals with disagreements with WCB decisions on claims or benefits. The Fair
Practices Advocate addresses this issue when either the decision is clearly wrong or clearly
unreasonable, or when the investigation has been insufficient to support the decision.
In 2016, we received 139 disagreements with decisions. After we reviewed the complaints, we made recommendations
for further investigation or found the decision to be clearly wrong or unreasonable in approximately 17 per cent of the
complaints; we made no recommendations on the remaining 83 per cent.

DISAGREEMENT WITH DECISIONS 2012 - 2016
2012

174

2013

175

2014

168

2015

166

2016

139

EXAMPLES OF THIS ISSUE
EXAMPLE 1
An injured worker did not know why
his benefit rate had dropped by almost
one-third. Initially, his benefit rate had
been calculated based on the employer ’s
verbal report of his gross weekly
earnings. Subsequently, his employer said
his gross weekly earnings were less than
initially reported. The payment assessor
reduced the rate and sent a letter
advising of the “new” rate but did not
acknowledge the initial rate or explain
the change. We recommended further
investigation. As a result, the worker
provided a pay stub which established
his actual gross weekly earnings. The
recalculated weekly rate was higher than
even the initial rate and he received an
adjustment of $1,213.30.

EXAMPLE 2
A worker hurt the left side of his lower
back and began receiving chiropractic
care. Several days later, he experienced
right-sided symptoms but the adjudicator
refused to authorize their treatment.
In response, the chiropractor wrote a
detailed explanation of how the rightside symptoms were related to the initial
incident. The decision remained the
same. The injured worker called the FPA.
The reason to reject the chiropractor ’s
opinion was not documented so we
recommended the worker receive a letter
that fully explained the decision, or, if
the adjudicator was unable to articulate a
reason, then a WCB chiropractic consultant
should review the request for right-sided
treatment. This latter recommendation
was accepted. The WBC consultant agreed
the right-sided symptoms were related
and the worker received treatment for his
right-sided symptoms.

EXAMPLE 3
A caller had questions about his benefit
rate. He had had a compensable incident
several years before and had returned
to his pre-injury duties, first with the
same employer and then with a different
employer at a lesser wage. Then, he
had a recurrence of his injury and was
off work. His wage loss benefits were
based on his current employment. In our
opinion, the policy regarding recurrences
was clear: he had established a real and
substantial connection to the labour
force and so he was entitled to have his
benefits based on whichever net average
earnings were higher – at the time of the
recurrence or at the initial incident date.
We recommended this comparison be
done and it resulted in a higher weekly
benefit rate and an adjustment
of $6,080.
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Communication/Service
Communication/Service issues relate to dissatisfaction with the service or communication
provided by WCB staff.
Typical examples may include unclear communication, difficulty in contacting staff and in having calls returned, lack of
appropriate management of a case, or communication that the caller perceived as being disrespectful or unprofessional.

COMMUNICATION/SERVICE ISSUES 2012 - 2016
2012

118

2013

105

2014

81

2015

EXAMPLES OF THIS ISSUE
EXAMPLE 1
A caller did not understand why
he had been examined by a WCB
medical advisor or the advisor’s
recommendation that he attend a
four-week reconditioning program.
We explained that when a worker’s
recovery appears to have plateaued,
the WCB may arrange an examination to
determine if another treatment might
lead to further improvement. We advised
his doctor would receive a copy of the
examination report and could contact
the WCB medical advisor if he had any
concerns with the worker attending the
reconditioning program.

EXAMPLE 2
An injured worker found the claim
process perplexing so called us for help.
He wanted to know why he was getting
a new “case worker.” We explained that
claims start in Short Term Claims but are
transferred to Case Management if they
are likely going to last longer than 12
weeks, which his was. He also wanted to
know why his test result was being “sent
to a board” for review. We explained as
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case managers are not doctors, they get
opinions from WCB medical advisors on
the meaning of test results and whether
the proposed treatments are related to
the compensable incident. The caller
thanked us for taking time to listen and
answer his questions. He said calling us
relieved “a lot of stress.”

EXAMPLE 3
An injured worker called us out of
frustration over payment of his longterm partial wage loss benefits. He
was required to fax in a copy of his pay
stub every two weeks and occasional
delays in processing his benefit payment
resulted in late payments or payments
of varying amounts. He wanted to
receive the same amount on a
regular basis. When the FPA
raised this as a customer
service issue, the sector
manager suggested a
simple solution: calculate
and then pay an
average amount with
a semi-annual review
and adjustment to
ensure the worker
was neither underpaid
nor overpaid.

110

2016

128

Timeliness

This category includes
complaints from injured workers
and employers who believe the

The range of issues addressed by the Fair Practices

WCB has taken longer than

Advocate under this category includes delays in:
•
•
•
•
•

acceptable to make decisions or
take actions on claims.

making initial decisions to accept or deny claims
issuing benefits after acceptance of a claim
obtaining medical opinions from WCB’s Healthcare department
decisions on medical aid, and
Implementing a decision by the Review Office or the Appeal Commission.

In previous years, we reported delays in two categories: Process Delays and Unadjudicated Claims. As of 2013, they are
reported together as Timeliness. The total issues raised as process delays and unadjudicated claims for 2012 have been
added together in order to provide a comparison to total Timeliness issues for 2013 through 2016.

TIMELINES ISSUES 2012 - 2016
2012

74

2013

47

2014

41

2015

EXAMPLES OF THIS ISSUE
EXAMPLE 1
A worker injured his left knee in late
2015. A medical report and request
to authorize surgery were sent to
the WCB. The report mentioned an
injury to the same knee two years
before. Information about the 2013
injury was requested and received;
the information was minimal but did
doctor ’s name.
include the attending doctor’s
The case manager did not notice the
name so called the clinic to ask who
treated the 2013 injury. She then
wrote a letter to that doctor asking
for more information. As it turns out,
the clinic gave her the wrong name.
The case manager followed up with
the clinic to ask when she
would hear from the 2013
doctor and was told the
doctor was working on
the report. Three weeks
later she was told the same

thing. Finally, a week later the doctor
wrote saying the clinic had already sent
the information on the 2013 injury, which
it had. By this time, 36 days had elapsed
from when the surgery recommendation
had been received. The worker called
the FPA at day 40 asking when he would
receive a decision on the surgery. Upon
reviewing the file, the manager told us
further investigation into the 2013 injury
was needed. We assembled a chronology
of events pointing out the errors and
confusion that had arisen and suggested
it was safe to conclude the 2013 injury was
minor and recommended a decision be
made based on the 2015 injury information
on file. The surgery was approved seven
days later.

EXAMPLE 2
An injured worker received wage loss
benefits until her case manager decided
her ongoing symptoms were not related

41

2016

55

to her compensable incident and
benefits ended. Six weeks later, the
worker reported she had seen a
specialist who was of the opinion her
symptoms were related. The case
manager said she would review a
report if one was sent but no report
arrived. About eight months later, the
worker told her new case manager
she had seen the specialist. This case
manager requested a report which
was received 22 days later. At day
27 the worker called the FPA to ask
when she would receive a decision as
she was in desperate circumstances.
We recommended a decision be made
based on the information on file.
The case manager agreed that the
worker ’s symptoms were related to her
compensable incident and, 31 days after
first speaking to her new case manager,
she received another seven weeks of
wage loss benefits. While we report this
as a delay of 31 days, which was not an
unreasonable amount of time to send
for and receive a report and obtain WCB
medical consultant opinion, the worker
had been in a state of anxiety over her
financial situation for 10 months.
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Write: Fair Practices Advocate
333 Broadway, Winnipeg, MB R3C 4W3
Phone: 204-954-4467 (Winnipeg)
Toll Free: 1-855-954-4321, ext. 4467
E-mail: fpo@wcb.mb.ca
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www.fairpracticesofficemb.ca

